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Sequential Decision Making
• Thus far, we have considered only single decision problems. Often 

however a decision maker has to select a sequence of actions, or a 
plan. Sometimes, a sequence of action is not enough and it is 
required a function given observations

• In the football decision problem used before, Clare might have a 
choice as to whether to obtain the weather forecast (perhaps by 
calling the weather bureau)

• In the diagnostics example, the physician must decide whether to 
order another exam, before deciding on a treatment option.

• This type of decision problem has two stages:

1. The decision whether to run a test or make an observation

2. The selection of a final action
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A decision network showing the general structure 
for these test-act decision sequences….
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Test-action Decision Sequence
• If the decision is made to run the test, evidence 
will be obtained for the observation node Obs, 
before the Action decision is made; hence there is 
an information link from Obs to Action.

• The question then arises as to the meaning of this 
information link if the decision is made not to 
run the test. This situation is handled by adding 
an additional state, unknown, to the Obs node and 
setting the CPT for Obs
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Test-action Decision Sequence - 2
• In this generic network, there are arcs from the 

Action node to both the chance node X and the 
utility node U, indicating intervening actions with 
a direct associated cost. However, either of these 
arcs may be omitted, representing a non-
intervening action or one with no direct cost, 
respectively

• There is an implicit assumption of no-forgetting in 
the semantics of a decision network. The decision 
maker remembers the past observations and 
decisions, indicated explicitly by the information 
and precedence links
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Algorithm for Test-action Decision 
Sequence 
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Real estate investment example
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A Decision Network
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Evaluation using a decision tree model 
• In order to show the evaluation of the decision 
network, we will use a decision tree representation

• To understand a decision tree, we start with the 
root node, which in this case is the first decision 
node, whether or not to inspect the house. Taking 
the path from the root to leaves each path means:

• From a decision node, it indicates which decision is made

•  From a chance node, it indicates which value has been 
observed
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Evaluating by Decision tree 
• When Paul decides about Inspection, he doesn’t have any information about 

the chance nodes, so there are no information links entering the Inspect 
decision node. 

• When he decides whether or not to buy, he will know the outcome of that 
decision hence the information link from Report to BuyHouse. 

• The temporal ordering of his decisions, first about the inspection, and then 
whether to buy, is represented by the precedence link from Inspect to 
BuyHouse. 

• Note that there is a directed path from Inspect to BuyHouse (via Report) so 
even if there was no explicit precedence link added by the knowledge 
engineer for this problem, the precedence could be inferred from the rest of 
the network structure
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• I: Inspect the house

• BH: Buy the house

• C: Condition

• R: Report

• Note: We could include 

• R=unknown, when I=no 

• But it wouldn’t change 

• anything
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How to decide? Decision Tree 
Evaluation Algorithm
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Evaluated 
Decision Tree
Expected

Utilities are

shown underlined
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Decisions and their Expected Utilities

• The report may change the decision of buying 
the house!
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Value of information
• The decision of whether to gather new 
information is based on the value of the 
information. 

• In the real estate investment problem,

• Note that it already computes the cost of the 
inspection. So the price is worth paying  
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Sequential Decision Making
• Sequential Decision Making may be approached 
using another type of Graph Probabilistic Model 
(Modelos Probabilísticos em Grafos)

• Markov Chain (Redes ou Cadeias de Markov)

• Sequential Decision making is complex in 
Bayesian Networks, one way of dealing with it 
is using Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) which 
is going to be our next subject



Dynamic Bayesian networks
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Dynamic Bayesian networks
• DBN are also called dynamic belief networks (Russell and 

Norvig, 1995, Nicholson, 1992), probabilistic temporal 
networks (Dean and Kanazawa, 1989, Dean and Wellman, 1991) 
and dynamic causal probabilistic networks (Kjærulff, 1992).

• Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) explicitly model change over 
time.  

• In the next chapter, we will extend these DBNs with decision 
and utility nodes, to give dynamic decision networks, which 
are a general model for sequential decision making or 
planning under uncertainty.
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Bayesian Networks and time
• Although a causal relationship represented by an arc implies a 

temporal relationship, BNs do not explicitly model temporal 
relationships between variables. 

• And the only way to model the relationship between the current value 
of a variable, and its past or future value, is by adding another 
variable with a different name. We saw an example of this with the 
fever example earlier with the use of the FeverLater node.
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BN and time
• A Bayesian network is defined by a set of random variable and 

arcs connecting them

• When constructing a DBN for modeling changes over time, we 
include one node for each Xi for each time step. If the 
current time step is represented by t, the previous time step 
by t-1, and the next time step by t +1, then the 
corresponding DBN nodes will be:
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Dynamic Bayesian Network
• The relationships between variables in a time-slice 
are represented by intra-slice arcs, Although it 
is not a requirement, the structure of a time-slice 
does not usually change over time

• The relationships between variables at successive 
time steps are represented by inter-slice arcs, 
also called temporal arcs, including relationships 
between the same variable over time, i.e:

• Xit                     Xit+1
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General structure of a Dynamic 
Bayesian Network

• Note that there are no arcs that span more than a 
single time step. This is another example of the 
Markov assumption
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Variables and their relations intra-
slice and inter-slice

• Given the usual restriction that the networks for each time slice 
are exactly the same and that the changes over time also remain the 
same (i.e., both the structure and the CPTs are unchanging), a DBN 
can be specified very compactly. The specification must include:

• Node names

•  Intra-slice arcs

•  Temporal (inter-slice) arcs

•  CPTs for the first time slice t0 (when there are no parents from a previous time)

•  CPTs for t +1 slice (when parents may be from t or t +1 time-slices).
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The Fever Aspirin Example
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DBN Fever Aspirin Example
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Reasoning in DBN
• Given evidence about a set of nodes, from the first time 

slice up to and including the current time-slice t, we can 
perform belief updating on the full DBN, using standard BN 
inference algorithms. 

• This means obtaining new posterior distributions for all the 
non-evidence nodes, including nodes in the t+1 and later 
time-slices. This updating into the future is called 
probabilistic projection

• However, this type of DBN gets very large, very quickly, 
especially if the interval between time slices is short. To 
cope, in most cases the DBN is not extended far into the 
future. Instead, a fixed size, sliding “window” of time 
slices is maintained. 
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DBN and sliding “window” of two time-slices  
(Shading indicates evidence node.)
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Sliding window…
• As the reasoning process moves forward with time, one older 

time slice is dropped off the DBN, while another is added.

• This use of a window means that every time we move the window 
along, the previous evidence received is no longer directly 
available. Instead, it is summarized taking the current 
belief for (root) nodes, and making these distributions the 
new priors

• The DBN updating process is given in the next Algorithm. 

• Note: steps of this DBN updating algorithm are exactly 
those of a technique used in classical control theory, 
called a Kalman Filter
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DBN updating process
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Inference in DBN
• Exact clustering algorithms can be applied to 
DBNs, particularly if the inference is 
restricted to two time-slices 

• Unfortunately, it is common that there is a 
cluster containing all the nodes in a time 
slice with inter-slice connections, so the 
clusters become hard computationally
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Dynamic decision networks
• Just as Bayesian networks can be extended with a temporal 

dimension to give DBNs so can decision networks be extended 
to give dynamic decision networks (DDNs).
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A DDN for the Fever problem
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Mobile Robot Example

• The problem of a mobile robot that does localization and tracking 
can be modeled with a DDN as follows: The nodes ST and SR represent 
the locations of the target and the robot, respectively

• The decision node is M, representing the robot’s movement actions 
options

• The nodes OR and OT represent the robot’s observations of its own 
and the target’s location, respectively

• The overall utility is the weighted sum over time of the utility at 
each step Ut , which is a measure of the distance between the robot 
and its target.
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Mobile Robot Example


